Denny Zeitlin Solo Piano

“While I love playing with other musicians, there is something
wonderfully limitless and challenging about being on-stage or in the
studio by myself. In many ways, this is the most intensely personal musical
statement. I hope to be open to the moment, drawing on the worlds of jazz,
classical, rock, funk, and avant garde, and allowing the music to go where
it wants. When the listener shares this openness, we enter a merger state
where magic can really happen.”
Denny Zeitlin

Performance Reviews
“Zeitlin’s range, in fact, was so broad that his playing is difficult to describe without
making it appear to be a grab bag of styles. More accurately, he is an improvisational
artist whose skills are so expansive that he can integrate everything he hears into the
fabric of his soloing. In the best sense, in the manner that has always been true of jazz’s
finest improvisers, Zeitlin constantly stretches the creative envelope, measuring himself
only against the infinite demands of his music.”
DON HECKMAN, LOS ANGELES TIMES
“…Zeitlin delivered a riveting solo performance.”
GEORGE GOODMAN, NEW YORK TIMES
“In supreme command of the keyboard…he employs striking dissonances, he constructs
extraordinary edifices of harmonics, he can be marvelously pianistic, with a velvet
subtlety of touch. He is an original...Denny Zeitlin stretches jazz piano beyond any
hitherto defined limits.”
SAN DIEGO UNION
“…He didn’t show his brilliance through his technique (which he has), but through subtle
improvisation, advanced and finely-tuned harmonic development, and a stupendous
internal sense of meter…Denny Zeitlin’s solo piano was the unpretentious highpoint of
the festival.”
MUNCHNER MERKUR (Munich)
“With wonderful vast expansiveness Denny Zeitlin showed his brilliance.”
NEUE RUHR ZEITUNG (Essen)
“…Daring melodic twists are compactly intertwined with a free harmonic tonality. The
crystal clear intellectuality gives the forceful rhythmic passages a winning quality, which
is simultaneously cool and hot, iridescent, and fragilely transparent.”
KOLNISCHE RUNDSCHAU (Koln)
“Denny Zeitlin is a practicing psychiatrist; perhaps that’s why he seemed unintimidated
by the Carngegie Recital Hall. He turned in a varied set—quiet, evocative ballads and
intense standards and originals, with spines of solid bass-walking.”
CASH BOX
“And finally, Denny Zeitlin, with a well-rounded and convincing piano appearance.”
SUDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG (Munich)

“Denny Zeitlin delivered whatever was promised. The forceful left hand of the pianist did
not allow any sentimentality at all. One could catch glimpses of the Chicago City Blues
tradition skillfully accenting his improvisations. He had no need for heavy modern dense
clusters. One of the few unpretentious, beautiful appearances of the Jazz Festival.”
DIE WAHRHEIT (Berlin)
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